
Month: August, 2019
Value of the Month: Caring & cooperation Class: IV

SUBJECT WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

ENGLISH

Progression test
Unit-3 MInd Pictures
3.1. Use your imagination
3.2.Meet a modern poet who uses 
kennings

3.3.Plan and write a kenning 
poem
3.4. What is a colour

3.5.Focus on poetic technique 3.6.Write a color poem

MATHS

Ch-5 Multiplications ans Divisions
Long Divisions, Divide and check 
the answer, dividing by multiples 
of 10, 100 and 1000, word 
problems.

Ch-14 Geometry 
point, line , line segment, ray, 2D 
shapes
Ch-16 3D shapes ( Solids, Cube, 
cuboid, pyramid)

Ch-13 Unitary method
Ch-6 Factors and Multiples
(LCM, HCF, properties of factors 
and multiples

Ch-6 Factors and Multiples
(Prime and composite numbers, 

seive of eratosthenes, prime 
factorisation, test of divisibility)
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SCIENCE
measuring boiling and melting 
point

Formation of clouds water cycle importance of water

SOCIAL
L 5: The Coastal Plains and the 
Islands

Ls 6: The Climate of India Ls 7. Our Natural Resources: 
Forests and Wildlife

Ls 8:Our Natural Resources: 
Water and soils

II LAN 
TELUGU

L - 9 Neethipadyaalu
2va padyam -thiviri yisumuna
3va padyam -kopamunanu
vivarana.

Lesson -10.kaalaalu.
Varthamaana kaalam.
Bhootha kaalam.
Bhavishyath kaalam

Revision for Mid Term

II LAN
HINDI

Lesson - 7. Bhalba Jala
Grammar - Pronoun , Types of 
'RA' matra and Idioms

Lesson -8. Dhanth Kadha Revision for Mid Term

III LAN 
TELUGU

dwithvaaksharaalu,samyuktha
aksharalu - punah pariseelana.
Samslesha aksharaalu 
parichayam.

L - 13 SamSlesha aksharaalu -
oka hallu krimda vere hallu vachi 
cheradam - vivarana, padahaalu.

L - 14 Prasa vaakyaalu.
L- 16 Chilukalu
amkelu.11 to 15.

Revision for Mid Term

III LAN
HINDI

Bina matra words symbols of consonants Dithwakshar Revision for Mid Term



SUBJECT WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

III LAN
FRENCH

Lesson 4: Devinez                                    
-Dialogue comprehension page 
47                -Reading practice  
page 47

Lesson 4:  Devinez                         
- Asking questions about people                    
-  Asking questions about things               
page 48                                          -
Exercise 1, 5, 6 page 53-56                                                                                           

Lesson 4:Devinez                                  
-Numbers 20-60 page 51                                   
-Numbers 60-100 page 51-52 

Lesson 4: Devinez                              
-Fruits & vegetables page 49-50                         
-Professions 

ICT Using Speakers
Fun with Circles& Polygons in 
LOGO

Repeat command
Drawing different shapes using 
repeat command

Music - Vocal
Basics of hindustani vocal music 
with alankar

raag bhupali-raag vivaran Raag bhupali swarmalika Taal-Teen Taal

Music - 
Instrument

Aao Hum Sab Haath Milaye Song 
Practice Along with Instruments 
Playing Octa pad,Jazz 
Drums,Cajon and Key board

Aao Hum Sab Haath Milaye Song 
Practice Along with Instruments 
Playing Octa pad,Jazz 
Drums,Cajon and Key board

Aao Hum Sab Haath Milaye Song 
Practice Along with Instruments 
Playing Octa pad,Jazz 
Drums,Cajon and Key board

Mukundha mukundha Krishna 
song Practice along with musical 
instruments for janmastami 
celebrationsDrums,Cajon and Key board Drums,Cajon and Key board Drums,Cajon and Key board celebrations

DANCE

FREE STYLE
Freestyle dance aerobics
Integrate with body movement 
Utilization of body movement to 
coordinate with music with basic 
steps
Basic 1st  2nd intensity    

FREE STYLE
Freestyle dance aerobics
Integrate with body movement 
Utilization of body movement to 
coordinate with music with basic 
steps
Basic 1st  2nd intensity    

Warm-up 
Practice on steps on various 
patrons and medium intensity on 
music and warm down 

Warm-up
Practices various intensities of low 
medium high and understanding 
music and theory about dress on 
dance form  

VE / LSP The value of money The value of money The value of money The value of money

ART & CRAFT
Create artworks
based on ideas,
feelings, imagination

made of particles
How do solids, liquids and gases 
behave? Show it painting 

observations, personal
 Drawing Perimeter of Rectilinear 
Figures and colouring 

KARATE Self defence part 1 Gymnastics Nunchaku Boxing(wushu sanda)



SUBJECT WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

SEP

1)ATHLETICS: 
=> Running for 70 Mtr distance. 
Activity:- 
1) How to take a start –up for 
short distance and long distance. 
2) Race for 70 Mtr distance. 
3) Hoop boat race. 
TEAM GAME: 
Hula knockout game: 
Children divided into groups , one 
person standing in hula hoops 
and another standing out with 
basket ball, all groups are 
arranged in field area , all the 
dribblers dribble around the 
hoops, the person standing in 

BODY MANAGEMENT: 
- Perform an inverted balance by 
evenly disturbing weight on body 
parts. 
- Perform a straddle jump. 
- Perform a forward roll. 
TEAM GAME: 
1) Children forming a circle and 
running on small hoops teacher 
blows the whistle they need to 
stand in hoop, repeating the same 
and excess will be coming into 
centre and waiting for their turn. 
2) Placing the tennis balls on 

GYMNASTICS: 
1) Forward roll 
2) back ward roll 
3) Cart wheel 
4) Pin jump 
TEAM GAME: 
Children divided into teams. 
Ball placed on a cone and it will 
be passed from one person to 
another person in team, all teams 
will move towards finishing line. 

MANIPULATIVE SKILLS: 
- Balance while travelling and 
manipulating an object while 

travelling. 
Activity: catch while travelling, an 

object thrown by stationary 
partner balance beam. 

( Running Catches) 
TEAM GAME: 
Steal the ball: 

Whole class id divided into two’s, 
and they need to stand hoops 
arranged in field area, football 

placed in a circle, children need to 
bring the balls by dribbling and 
place in their hoops, once balls 

hoops, the person standing in 
hoops will knock the ball with 
hands by keeping at least one leg 
inside the hoop. If the ball 
knocked the dribbler need to 
collect the ball and restart and 
after they shift the roles. 

2) Placing the tennis balls on 
marking cones each person need 
to place only one ball. 
Note: pattern arranged by teacher. 

will move towards finishing line. 
place in their hoops, once balls 

are finished in centre circle, they 
try to grab the balls from other 
teams, game continuous for 

certain period, who will be having 
more balls they will winners. 

SWIMMING

Learners: Will learn, how to  
breath and bubble in water, 
continue with the freestyle kicking. 
Gliding or kicking with the support 
of wall.
Intermidiate: learning the hand 
movement along with kicking 
drills.
Advanced: side breathing, 
freestyle repetition of laps, 
backstroke kicking

Learners: freestyle kicking for 25 
mtr distance, stop and start untill 
they finish without stopping.
Intermidiate: full stroke freestyle 
for 25 mtr distance.
Advanced: backstroke arm action

Learners: freestyle kicking for 25 
mtr distance, stop and start untill 
they finish without stopping.
Intermidiate: full stroke freestyle 
for 25 mtr distance.
Advanced: backstroke arm action

Assessment on thought topics.



PARENT INVOLVEMENT ACTIVITY
Guide your child to research about various National and International sports as well as popular sportsmen. Help him/her to learn about the importance of 

sports. Discuss about the roles and responsibilities of sportsmen and present it in  A4 sheet.

Class Teacher's Helpline: Name: G. Renuka                                               Mobile Number: 9490373135

For any suggestions & feedback please mail us at principal@lakshyaschool.in

* * *

Signature of the Principal

* * *


